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s ocean-crossing rallies
proliferate and production
cruisers get bigger, many sailors
decide to sever their ties with terra
firma (even if just for a year or two)
and head off on their dream blue
water cruise... Before it’s too late.
But which yacht to choose? Which
cruisers are designed, built and
equipped to take on oceans in safety
and comfort (often with a small
crew) – rather than to just go coastal
cruising or island hopping (with a
family or charter crew)?
The Kraken range of yachts (50, 58
and 66) has evolved from priceless
and extensive experience and is built
for purpose. And that purpose is to
offer safe and comfortable blue water
cruising.

sales person tells you.’
Beaumont adds: ‘When the time
comes to purchase a new yacht, you
should look at the build and design
and how the yacht will perform in
heavy weather... How comfortable
its motion is and how easily it can be
controlled. Why would you risk sailing
across oceans in a yacht that is only
suitable for recreational shoreline
sailing or racing – rather than for true
blue water cruising?’
‘The first consideration will always
be safety, which must never be
compromised’ Beaumont wrote,
adding: ‘I separate this into five
distinct areas: (1) hull, keel and
rudder; (2) cockpit and deck; (3) mast,
rigging and sails; (4) interior; and (5)
systems engineering.’

Kraken Yachts’ founder and chairman
Dick Beaumont has strong views
on blue water cruisers, writing in
the Australian magazine Cruising
Helmsman: ‘As a lifelong and
experienced sailor with over 100,000
nautical miles under my keel, I believe
that the responsibility for making
sure you are choosing the right yacht
begins with the decision about what
you actually want to do with this yacht.
There is no such thing as “one yacht
for all purposes”... You cannot have
the best of all worlds, whatever the
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The Kraken hull, keel and
rudder...designed and built for
safe blue water cruising.
Award-winning Kiwi designer Kevin
Dibley’s Kraken 50, 58 and 66 hull
designs major on sea-kindliness, great
stability (both lateral and directional),
good load carrying capacity, good
balance and performance. Their DLRs
(Displacement/Length ratios) at ‘half
load’ of 204, 207 and 181 respectively
put them in the blue water category;
as opposed to in the lower DLR camp
occupied by most mass produced
yachts. While Kraken’s high Brewer
Comfort ratios (‘light ship’ 34.2, 39 and
40 respectively) reflect an easy motion at
sea.

keel bolted beneath a flat-bottomed hull,
it cannot become detached. What’s more
it is cast in lead - not in cost-cutting and
far less effective iron.
As lead gets more expensive, many
production boats now opt for cheaper
cast iron. But if you want optimum
stability and enhanced performance, this
is a false economy that Kraken will not
make.

The same applies to Kraken rudders and
skegs. As ever more UFOs (unidentified
floating objects; including shipping
containers) litter the oceans, unprotected
spade rudders are at ever more risk. This
applies equally to single central rudders
and to increasingly fashionable twin
rudders. Without a full-length skeg, there
is nothing to protect the rudder’s leading
Many of today’s large production cruisers edge or absorb the shock that an impact
with a UFO will transmit to its stock.
tend towards light displacement (for
A skeg that is an integral part of the hull
economy) and over-wide sterns (to
adds to cost. But it’s an essential safety
squeeze in extra berths for charterers).
feature that no blue water cruiser should
While Kraken’s robust hulls are tough,
be without.
incorporate fore and aft watertight
bulkheads and are of non-extreme
proportions. These designs ensure
Kraken cockpit and decks...
excellent balance and directional stability
designed for comfortable and
- even when heeled. A balanced and
safe blue water cruising.
stable hull is a safe hull; and a pleasure
to sail.
A safe and secure cockpit is essential for
blue water cruising.
Kraken’s unique lead Zero Keel™ - so-
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called because it has zero bolts - is
bulbed (for a low C.G.) and relatively
long (for directional stability). It forms an
integral part of the yacht’s hull structure,
with additional Kevlar laminates further
reinforcing the encapsulation of the lead
ballast within the integral keel. This is
another major safety feature. Unlike a
4

Many modern cruisers opt for very
wide aft cockpits that are well suited to
sunbathing and cocktail parties; but less
so to speeding down the trade winds at
night, in safety and comfort.

A Kraken’s centre cockpit is spacious
and comfortable for socialising in port.
But above all, it is a safe haven in
heavy weather at sea. It is deep, well
protected and has many well-positioned
handholds. The seat backs are high
for security and carefully angled for
maximum comfort, while the large
cockpit table acts as an excellent foot
brace.
The same attention to safety is applied
to a Kraken’s deck. High bulwarks
prevent crew from slipping off the side.
A Kraken’s stanchions are higher than
the norm on all models and incorporate
three (not just two) guard wires on the
58 and 66 models. And well-positioned
handholds ensure safe and easy
movement around the deck.
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Kraken’s spars, sails and rig...
designed for easy short-handed
blue water cruising.
All Krakens are supplied with white
painted alloy spars. Carbon spars are
an option.
Kraken rigs have swept-back spreaders
(so no need for running backstays) and
feature twin headsails. We do not follow
the cost-cutting trend of supplying a
single self-tacking jib because this is
highly inefficient (not to mention noisy)
when running downwind on the open
sea.

and is easy to control in heavy weather.
It also enables the yacht to heave to
without the crew leaving the cockpit.
A 140% overlap furling genoa (set on
a separate stay) is sheeted outboard
on the raised bulwark to give optimum
light weather or off-wind sailing. This
versatile twin headsail rig covers all
conditions and is easily controlled from
the safety of the cockpit. Electric sheet
winches come as standard.
For extended down-wind sailing, twin
whisker poles can be mounted on the
front of the mast to give an efficient twinheadsail rig. This is much easier (and
safer) to control than a spinnaker. For
sportier coastal sailing, an asymmetric
chute or furling Code 2 can be tacked to
an optional sprit on the stemhead.
The mainsheet runs on an easily
adjustable track (as opposed to a costcutting and less efficient fixed block
system) while hydraulic in-mast mainsail
furling is standard on the 58 and 66
and an option on the 50 (3 slab reefs
standard).
Every aspect of a Kraken rig is designed
to be efficient and easy to use for a
small crew, ensuring long-legged and
relaxed blue water sailing.

On a Kraken cruiser, a 100% furling jib
is sheeted on inboard tracks mounted
on the coachroof. This gives excellent
close-winded performance to windward
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Many modern yachts opt for a
fashionable, flashy ‘loft style’ interior.
Often, however, this is not suited to blue
water cruising.

Long distance sailors crave reliability.
The last thing they want is a system
failure; especially if this catches them out
in rough conditions or off a lee shore.

It is a fact of sailing life that a yacht’s
motion in open sea conditions can be
challenging; especially when you are
moving around down below. Designer
Kevin Dibley says that an interior ‘must
be open, with good sightlines and plenty
of natural light. Handholds throughout
are paramount and the layout needs to
be spacious, comfortable and safe in any
conditions. This includes in the worse of
storms or when safely tucked away in
your favourite anchorage.’

For this reason, Kraken Yachts ensures
that all installations conform to the
highest international standards and
uses high quality equipment supplied
by leading manufacturers. What’s more,
builder Xiamen Hansheng has been
manufacturing award-winning yachts
and motor cruisers since 1984 and is
one of the few yards to have ISO 9001
certification for quality control.

Kraken interiors are designed
for comfortable blue water
cruising...not for boat shows.

Sharp corners and fiddles can also be a
hazard. So Kraken takes the trouble to
fit radiused corners and rounded fiddles
to reduce the risk of injury when moving
around the galley or other areas in rough
weather.
Krakens also feature raised interior
navigation stations with excellent visibility
outside. So crew can keep watch in the
dry. Kraken majors on making blue water
cruising as comfortable and safe as
possible – whether you’re up on deck or
down below.

Advanced systems engineering
for trouble free blue water
cruising.

BUILT
FOR
safety

So when you buy a Kraken blue water
cruiser you know that you are getting top
quality machinery as standard and that
it is installed by a top quality ISO 9001
certified yard.
And there’s one other pleasant
surprise....
Kraken blue water cruising yachts
represent great value for money. With
high quality semi-custom build and a
generous standard inventory, a Kraken
costs little more than a run of the mill
mass-produced yacht; and considerably
less than an expensive European semicustom cruiser.

krakenyachts.com
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